The Year 3/4 block went to Kings Park on
th
Wednesday 30 May.





Discover the history of Kings Park
Understand the importance of Kings Park to Noongar people
Discover how Noongars used plants and animals for food, medicine
and shelter for survival.

Sienna: I think that the program was interesting and fun, but best of all was the Naturescape because of all the fun climbing equipment and it’s
where kids could be active and play.

`

Kalen: It was pretty fun when we went in the water, but the best part was climbing the python. I had heaps of fun.
Mathew: I had heaps of fun at Kings Park. My favourite thing was climbing the python. I would definitely go again.

Naomi: What an outstanding day we had for our Kings Park excursion - and it didn't disappoint! Thoroughly enjoyed the "Firesticks to Fireworks"
guided walk through the Botanic Garden. It was a great learning journey, both informative and entertaining. Rio Tinto Naturescape was so
picturesque, and a great place for everyone to immerse themselves in nature
- physically and mentally. The picture left in my mind from this
`
excursion is one of smiling faces everywhere and nature at its best!
Pam: The Kings Park Excursion with Year 3/4 students was a beautiful day out. All students were well behaved and represented Ocean Primary
School really well. It was a pleasure to be part of this Excursion, the students were focused and interacted well with The Kings Park Guides.
Thanks for a lovely day out Miss Phillips, Mrs Barton Hervey, Miss Amy, and Mrs Powell.

Miss Phillips: What a fantastic excursion! Students enjoyed the guided walk through the Botanic Garden and were able to connect with nature
and learn to appreciate the Western Australian environment. The Naturescape offered a unique experience where students discovered the
many different zones of Kings Park in which some had never seen before. A very educational and enjoyable excursion for all.
Mrs Powell: The children thoroughly enjoyed their trip to King's Park. It `was very well organised and the guides in the afternoon were excellent
and linked the significance of the park to the history that the children are studying in class. They were able to tell us so much about the plants
and their medicinal purposes and relate it to the life styles of the traditional owners of the land. A most educational and enjoyable excursion that
was enjoyed by all.
Mrs Barton-Harvey: A truly educational and enjoyable excursion. The students were thoroughly engaged the whole day, proving that hands-on
experiences is a powerful learning tool.

